
Autumn Quartet Algorithm: 
 
-Piece begins with all four relatively upstage left [THIS LATER BECAME DOWNSTAGE 
RIGHT WHEN THE PIECE WAS ROTATED TO CONSIDER THE ORIGINAL 
“STAGE LEFT” AS “DOWNSTAGE”] 
 
-All start with walking forward slowly (perhaps mouthing words from body histories, either 
their own or details they retained from someone else’s) 
 
-At any point, anyone may start either the “New+Long Phrase” (which ends in “Angry 
Gestures”) or the “Face Phrase” (which ends in “side flop”). If the slow walks forward have 
carried you too far forward to do the phrase, simply back up. Once you start a phrase, you 
must do it to its completion, unless responding to the “Terminal Position” of someone else. 
 
-Both of the endings of the phrases are considered “Terminal Positions” in that once you 
reach them (either “Angry Gestures” or the “side flop”) you stay there doing that until 
someone else intervenes. 
 
-“Angry Gestures” is synonymous with demanding someone to begin to strip. The person 
doing “Angry Gestures” must continue doing them until someone else responds by starting 
to strip. Once someone begins to strip, the person doing “Angry Gestures” can discontinue 
the gestures/stripping at any point. 

-This is one situation in which a phrase may be abandoned, in order to respond to 
someone else’s “Angry Gestures” with stripping 
 -The stripping takes place marching in a circle around the person doing “Angry 
Gestures” 
 -Once someone begins stripping, they continue to strip until their counterpart stops 
doing the “Angry Gestures,” or until they have reached their final state of undress (to be 
individually determined, and may be total nudity) 
 -When the “Angry Gestures”/stripping are discontinued, both are then “free” to 
either return to starting positions, and begin again, or to respond to another person’s 
“Terminal Position” 
 
-“side flop” necessitates a “biting scene.” Once you arrive in a “side flop” you must stay 
there until someone engages you in a “biting scene” (a biting scene may include simply 
biting, biting and undressing, biting mixed with “contact improv” sorts of movement, etc.; it 
may be discontinued by either party at any point after the first bite). Once a “biting scene” is 
discontinued, both parties are “free” to return to starting positions and begin again, or to 
respond to another person’s “Terminal Position” 
 -To clarify, in a “biting scene,” the person in “side flop” is approached by someone 
else, who proceeds to bite him or her. It must always start with biting. In addition to biting, 
either party may undress themselves. The person initiating the biting may also undress the 
person in “side flop,” but again, either is free to discontinue at any point after the first bite. 
The biting may also be taken into a sort of “contact improv-y” movement of rolling around 
on the floor, but continuing to bite during that movement choice. 
 
-For the most part, it is best if only one or two people are in a “terminal position” at any 
given moment. If you are in a phrase and you notice that two people are already in terminal 



positions, it is better to break from the phrase and respond to one of them rather than 
completing the phrase. If somehow more than two people end up in a terminal position . . . 
thus there being no one to “free” two people, one may break his or her position to respond 
to the other’s: 
 -If both are in “Angry Gestures,” either may break 
 -If one is in “Angry Gestures” and the other is in “side flop,” the person in “Angry 
Gestures” should be the one to break 
 -If both are in “side flop” . . . maybe for now, they have to wait there. It might be 
interesting to have people just lying on stage “helpless” for a time. As soon as the other two 
are finished with their task, then they can respond with biting scenes. 
 
-Another point at which anyone is free to undress is during a slow walk forward after 
returning to starting positions 
 
-Once everyone is to their final stage of undress (whatever that is determined to be), all 
gather back at the starting positions to walk together and dance “New+Long Phrase” as a 
group. After completing the phrase, everyone moves out of “Angry Gestures” as a group to 
go back to starting positions to do the “Face+ Phrase.” 
 
-Once everyone is in “side flop” at the end of the “Face+ Phrase,” I can imagine several 
different things happening: 
 -I can see us moving through 1 or 2 pairings of 
KNOW(TOUCH)ME(YOU)(MY/YOUR BODY), or some sort of orgy-esque contact 
improv permutation of that exercise 
 -I can see us moving into a group “biting scene” 
 -I can see us reversing out of the side flop into the “hand sliding game” at which 
point we one by one stand up, find someone else’s clothes, redress in someone else’s clothes, 
and return to starting positions (this is my favorite option compositionally, but I do like the 
ideas of the other two possibilities) [THIS IS THE CONTINGENCY ON WHICH WE 
SETTLED, WHICH THEN BECAME A SET STRUCTURE IN THE PIECE] 
 
-After returning to starting positions dressed in someone else’s clothes (however that 
happens), begin slow walk forward again. 
 
-During the walking, individuals break up of the walk and proceed to locate their own 
clothing. They remove their own clothing from the bodies of the others in the group, then 
redress in their own clothes. Once everyone is redressed, the group returns to the starting 
positions to walk once last time once again in their own clothes. 
 
-END 


